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Surviving & Thriving in 

Uncertain Times

3 Thrival Strategies

Unpacking Anxiety and what you can do about

SEA Change’s Virtual Women’s Health Week 2020



What you’ll Discover 

#1 Mistake that People Are Making

Why Looking after you is a Must

What to do when everyone’s freaking out

Why Wearing Your Active Wear is So Yesterday

How burbing out loud might just save your sanity



Kristy’s Story

Mother of Two, Passionate Squash player & a 

Registered BAS Agent and Bookkeeper

After implementing Karina’s strategies for myself (introducing a morning 

routine of self care – back to the basics of shower, dress in work clothes, 

coffee, me time, then sort the kids out). 

Once I got back to a routine for me I felt better, then I created a new “remote 

learning routine” for  my 2 kids. 

It’s given me back my sanity, I’m in a better frame of mind, I feel like I’m back 

in control, we know what we’re doing on a daily basis, so everything is so 

much calmer.

It helped me focus on the kids and I can give them the attention that they 

need, when they need it.

In return this has helped me to be able to focus in on my business.

Self Care was a must and now I look after me first and then the kids. This way 

I’m coming from a better position to be able to meet their needs better. It 

sounds counter-intuitive, but it works. 



• Reason – Why do I feel like this

• Reconnect – to Your Body and Your Needs

• Recharge with Resources – Create A New 

Routine

3 Thrival Strategies 



#1 Mistake that
people are making is 

NO Routine, 

the illusion of freedom, 

mucks with your need for certainty



Summing Up

Knowledge is Power – We Need Certainty to feel 

safe and secure – we need routine

Mix it up Week Day Routine & Weekend Routine

Need extra help – I am a resource - reach out to me
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